We present sum-set inequalities specialized to the generalized degrees of freedom (GDoF) framework. These are information theoretic lower bounds on the entropy of bounded density linear combinations of discrete, power-limited dependent random variables in terms of the joint entropies of arbitrary linear combinations of new random variables that are obtained by power level partitioning of the original random variables. The bounds are useful instruments to obtain GDoF characterizations for wireless interference networks, especially with multiple antenna nodes, subject to arbitrary channel strength and channel uncertainty levels.
I. INTRODUCTION
Originating in additive combinatorics, sum-set inequalities are bounds on the cardinalities of sum-sets (given X 1 , X 2 , the sumset X 1 + X 2 {x 1 + x 2 : x 1 ∈ X 1 , x 2 ∈ X 2 }). Crossing over to network information theory, sum-set inequalities represent bounds on the entropies of sums of random variables, typically expressed in terms of the entropies of the constituent random variables. Prominent examples of such inequalities include Ruzsa's sum-triangle inequality in additive combinatorics [1] and the entropy power inequality in information theory [2] . Sum-set inequalities are essential to the study of the capacity of wireless interference networks. This is particularly true for the studies of capacity approximations known as generalized degrees of freedom (GDoF) [3] through deterministic models [4] which de-emphasize the additive noise to place the focus exclusively on the interactions between signals. Received signals in wireless networks are comprised of sums (more generally, linear combinations) of codewords from various codebooks, sent from various transmitters. GDoF optimal schemes seek to maximize the entropy of received linear combinations of signals where they are desired, while simultaneously minimizing the entropy of received linear combinations of the same signals where they are undesired (e.g., by zero-forcing or interference alignment [5] ). The fundamental constraints on the structure of sum-sets, as revealed by sumset inequalities are therefore the critical determinants of the GDoF of wireless interference networks. However, in spite of much recent progress in translating sum-set inequalities from additive combinatorics to network information theory [6] , the structure of sum sets remains scarcely understood, and continues to be an impediment for GDoF characterizations. In fact, the intricacies of the sum-set structure are such that even a coarse metric like the degrees of freedom (DoF) for constant channel realizations turns out to be sensitive to fragile details of no conceivable practical relevance -e.g., whether the channel coefficients take rational or irrational values [7] .
Useful insights need robust models and metrics which respond predominantly to those parameters that are known to be of the greatest practical significance. For wireless interference networks, the most significant aspects include the interplay of spatial dimensions (especially if multiple antennas are involved) with channel strengths and channel uncertainty levels [8] . Fortunately, the GDoF framework incorporates all three -spatial dimensions, channel uncertainties and channel strength levels. Furthermore, the fragile aspects of the GDoF metric may be avoided by restricting channel knowledge at the transmitters to finite precision.
The study of DoF under finite precision channel knowledge was initiated by Lapidoth et al. in [9] , leading to a conjecture on the collapse of DoF. In spite of various attempts at proving or disproving the conjecture the conjecture remained open for a decade. It was ultimately settled using an approach based on a combinatorial accounting of the size of the aligned image sets (AIS) under finite precision channel knowledge, in short the AIS approach in [10] . The AIS approach modeled finite precision channel knowledge as the assumption that from the transmitters' perspective, all joint and conditional probability density functions of channel coefficients exist and are bounded. The bounded density assumption was found to be compatible with various levels of channel strengths and channel knowledge. The AIS approach was further developed to fully characterize the GDoF of the 2 user MISO BC (broadcast channel with two antennas at the transmitter and one antenna at each of the two receivers) for arbitrary channel strength levels and arbitrary channel uncertainty levels for each channel coefficient, establishing the GDoF optimality of robust schemes in all cases [11] . It has also led to GDoF characterizations for the K user symmetric interference channel under finite precision CSIT [12] , and symmetric instances of K user MISO BC. Indeed, there exists the distant but exciting possibility that the AIS approach may ultimately lead us to the GDoF characterizations of general MIMO interference networks. If so, then the resulting comprehensive and fundamental understanding of these complex networks -the interplay between spatial dimensions, channel strengths, and channel uncertainty levels -would be invaluable. However, in order to get there, it is evident that a robust understanding of sum-sets will be needed. Specifically, there is the need to identify the key sum-set inequalities for signals subject to arbitrary power levels under the robust bounded density assumption. This is the goal that we pursue in this work.
II. DEFINITIONS
The information theoretic sum-set inequalities that we seek are motivated by the GDoF framework. However, since in this paper our focus is only on these inequalities and not on GDoF characterizations per se, we eliminate unnecessary contextual information and limit the definitions only to the bare minimum that is necessary to present the results.
Definition 1 (Power Levels): Consider integer valued random variables X i over alphabet X αi ,
whereP αi is a compact notation for √ P αi . We refer to P ∈ R + as power, and are primarily interested in limits as P → ∞. Quantities that do not depend on P will be referred to as constants. The constant α i ∈ R + denotes the power level of X i . We are interested in sum-set inequalities in terms of entropies of random variables such as X i , normalized by log(P ) as P → ∞, while the power levels α i are held fixed. All the sumset inequalities in this work hold in this asymptotic sense, i.e., while disregarding terms that are negligible relative to log(P ). Such terms are denoted as o(log(P )) terms.
In words, (X) α1 retrieves the top α 1 power levels of X, while (X) α1 retrieves the bottom α 1 levels of X. (X) α2 α1 retrieves only the partition of X that lies between power levels α 1 and α 2 . Note that (X) α2
Definition 3 (Bounded Density Assumption):
Define a set of real valued random variables, G such that the magnitude of each random variable g ∈ G is bounded away from zero and infinity, 0 < Δ 1 ≤ |g| ≤ Δ 2 < ∞, for some constants Δ 1 , Δ 2 , and there exists a finite positive constant f max , such that for all finite cardinality disjoint subsets G 1 , G 2 of G, the joint probability density function of all random variables in G 1 , conditioned on all random variables in G 2 , exists and is bounded above by f |G1| max . Moreover, define the set of real valued random variables, H such that the magnitude of each random variable h ∈ H is bounded away from zero, i.e., |h| ≤ Δ 2 < ∞.
h ji x i for distinct random variables g ji ∈ G, and for some arbitrary real valued and finite constants
The subscript j is used to distinguish among multiple sums, and may be dropped if there is no potential for ambiguity.
III. RESULTS
The main result that is proved in this paper is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: For α 1 ≥ α 2 ≥ 0, consider random variables X 1 , X 2 ∈ X α1+α2 , independent of G, and define
then
The following remarks place Theorem 1 in perspective and discuss some of its generalizations. 1) A typical restriction in information theoretic sum-set inequalities is the independence of random variables. In contrast, note that the statement of Theorem 1 also holds for dependent random variables. 2) Since the linear combining coefficients h i involved in L 1 and L 2 can take arbitrary (including zero) values, several specializations of Theorem 1 follow immediately, e.g.,
(all within o(log(P ))). Figure 1 intuitively illustrates these inequalities in terms of the power levels. 3) Theorem 1 also holds if L 1 , L 2 are replaced with bounded density linear combinations, i.e., L b 1 , L b 2 . 4) While in the GDoF framework, Theorem 1 is typically used when α 1 ≥ α 2 as assumed, it is possible to generalize the result of Theorem 1 to allow α 2 ≥ α 1 .
In that case, the inequality (8) becomes
The proof presented in Section IV covers this generalization. 5) The result of Theorem 1 lends itself to extensive generalizations in terms of the number of random variables, and the number of power level partitions. Such a generalization is presented in the following theorem. The proof of Theorem 2 is also relegated to [13] , but it suffices to note that all the non-trivial ingredients of the proof of Theorem 2 are already contained in the proof of Theorem 1. (   Fig. 1 . Illustration of various specializations of Theorem 1. On the left is the entropy of a sum (bounded density linear combination) of two dependent random variables, which is bounded below by joint entropy of two arbitrary linear combinations of constituent random variables. The bounded density assumption for the left hand side is critical. Without it, for example, interference alignment or zero-forcing could be used to immediately violate the last inequality.
where I 1 , I 2 , · · · , I l are subsets of {1, 2, · · · , M} such that the minimum member of I j is equal to or larger than the minimum member of I j , whenever j < j , then
6) While applying Theorem 1 in the GDoF framework, a multi-letter extension is required. Such an extension can be obtained along the same lines as all previous bounds based on the AIS approach [13] . The same applies for extensions to complex valued random variables. 7) The results of Theorem 1 and its generalization in Theorem 2 can be further combined with submodularity properties of the entropy function to obtain a variety of sum-set inequalities specialized for different GDoF settings. An example that arises in the context of the 2 user MIMO interference channel is presented as a lemma below.
Lemma 1: Consider random variables X 1 ∈ X 1 , and X 2 , X 3 ∈ X 1−β12 independent of G, and define Z 1 as L b (X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ). If β 12 + β 21 < 1, then
For proof of Lemma 1 see [13] IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
A. Sketch of the proof
Let us start with a summary of the Aligned Image Sets approach as applied to this proof. We are only interested in maximum of difference of entropies of Z = {Z 1 , Z 2 } and Z, i.e. H(Z |G) − H(Z|G). Following directly along the AIS approach [10] , in the first step from the functional dependence argument it follows that without loss of generality Z can be made a function of Z , G. It then follows that, H(Z|G) + H(Z | Z, G) = H(Z , Z|G) = H(Z |G). Thus, the difference of entropies is equal to H(Z |Z, G). Now, conditioned on Z, define the set of all feasible values of Z as an aligned image set S ν (G). In the other words, since Z is a function of Z , G, we define the set S ν (G) as the set of all values of Z which produce the same value for Z, as is produced by Z = ν. Since uniform distribution maximizes the entropy,
where (19) comes from the Jensen's Inequality. Thus, the difference of the entropies is bounded by the log of expected value of cardinality of the aligned image set. Now, the most crucial step is to bound the cardinality of S ν (G). Expected value of size of the cardinality of aligned image set is equal to the summation of probability of alignment over all Z , or in the other words,
where P a is defined as the probability that Z and ν correspond to the same Z. The detailed arguments are presented next.
B. Functional Dependence Z(Z , G)
We start by showing that there is no loss of generality in the assumption that (X 1 , X 2 ) is a function of Z , and therefore Z is a function of Z , G. Recall that (X 1 , X 2 ) is independent of G. However, there may be multiple values of (X 1 , X 2 ) that cast the same image in Z . So the mapping from Z to (X 1 , X 2 ) is in general random. Let us denote it by L i.e.
In general, because the mapping may be random, L is a random variable. Conditioning cannot increase entropy, therefore,
Let L o ∈ L be the mapping that minimizes the entropy term. Fix this as the deterministic mapping,
so that now Z is a function of Z , G, and since Z is a function of (X 1 , X 2 ), Z is equivalently a function of (X 1 , X 2 , G).
Based on convenience, we may indicate the functional dependence in any of these forms as
We note that the choice of mapping does not affect the positive entropy term H(Z | G) but it minimizes H(Z | G).
C. Definition of Aligned Image Sets
The aligned image set containing the codeword ν ∈ supp(Z ) for a given realization G = G is defined as the set of all values of Z that produces the same Z value as is produced by Z = ν. Mathematically,
Since we will need the average (over G) of the cardinality of an aligned image set, E|S ν (G)|, it is worthwhile to point out that the cardinality |S ν (G)| as a function of G, is a bounded simple function, and therefore measurable 1 . It is bounded because its values are restricted to the set of natural numbers not greater than cP α2+max (α1,α2) , where c depends on coefficients of linear combinations L 1 and L 2 . Following the same steps as [10] it is a simple function too. So, from the equations (18), and, (19), E G {|S ν (G)|} is calculated as follows.
D. Bounding the Probability of Image Alignment
Given G, consider two distinct (Z 1 , Z 2 ) which are produced by two distinct realizations of (X 1 , X 2 ), denoted as (λ 1 , λ 2 ) and (ν 1 , ν 2 ). For i ∈ {1, 2}, define λ 1i , λ 2i , ν 1i and ν 2i as (λ i ) α1 , (λ i ) α2 , (ν i ) α1 , and (ν i ) α2 respectively.
We wish to bound the probability that the images of these two codewords align, or in other words Z(λ 1 , λ 2 , G) = Z(ν 1 , ν 2 , G), 1 A simple function is a finite sum of indicator functions of measurable sets [14] .
So for fixed values of g 2 the random variable g 1 (λ 21 − ν 21 )P α1 + g 1 (λ 11 − ν 11 ) must take values within an interval of length no more than 4. If |λ 21 − ν 21 | + |λ 11 − ν 11 | = 0, then g 1 must take values in an interval of length no more than 4 |(λ21−ν21)P α 1 +λ11−ν11| , the probability of which is no more than 4fmax |(λ21−ν21)P α 1 +λ11−ν11| . Similarly, for fixed values of g 1 probability of alignment will be bounded by 4fmax |(λ22−ν22)P α 1 +λ12−ν12| . As at least one of λ ij −ν ij is nonzero for one of i, j ∈ {1, 2} it can be concluded that this probability is no more than P a where P a is equal to min(1, 4fmax max(|(λ21−ν21)P α 1 +λ11−ν11|,|(λ22−ν22)P α 1 +λ12−ν12|) ). Thus,
where h o is defined as 4 + |h 21 | + |h 22 | , and the sets S 1 , S 1 and S 2 are defined as {0, 1, · · · , 3+ 2Δ 2P α2 }, {h o , · · · , 3+ 2Δ 2P α2 } and {0, 1, · · · , 5 + 4Δ 2P max(α1,α2) }, respectively, and we used the fact that from (26), and (27), the terms |λ 1 − ν 1 |, and |λ 2 − ν 2 | can be bounded from above by 3 + 2Δ 2P α2 , and 5 + 4Δ 2P max(α1,α2) , respectively. Now, let us bound each term in (30) separately.
(31) is true because P a is bounded by one, so that summation of h o such terms can be at most h o . The terms
(32) is breaking the summation into multiplication of two summations and (33) follows by bounding |λ 1 − ν 1 | from (26) and (27) as,
where I is a random variable which takes values in the interval (−2, 2). (34) is true as the partial sum of harmonic series can be bounded above by logarithmic function i.e. 
where P u is defined as
Define the function sgn(x) as 1 if x ≥ 0 and −1 if x < 0. The numbersr,ŝ, u 11 , u 12 , P r and P t are also defined as 2r − 1, 2s−1, sgn(λ 11 −ν 11 ), sgn(λ 12 −ν 12 ), 4+ 4Δ 2 + 4Δ 2P α1 , and rru 11 h 11P α1 + sŝu 12 h 12P α1 + rh 21 + sh 22 . The set S 3 is defined as the set of integer numbers {1, 2, · · · , P r }. See [13] for the details of the proof. Now, since constant terms and log log P are o(log P ), 
V. CONCLUSION
We present a class of sum-set inequalities for bounded density sums typically encountered in the GDoF framework. The bounds are obtained by building upon the aligned image sets (AIS) approach. We have already found these inequalities to be critical to obtaining tight DoF bounds for 2 user MIMO interference and broadcast channels with arbitrary antenna configurations and arbitrary levels of channel uncertainty for each channel. Indeed, we expect these inequalities to be broadly useful for obtaining tight GDoF bounds for MIMO wireless interference networks under varying levels of channel strengths and channel uncertainty levels.
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